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ABSTRACT:
This thesis examines the soliloquies in William Shakespeare's Richard III and Hamlet with the
aim of showing that the soliloquies serve as a record of the evolution of the titular heroes. I
examine each of the seven soliloquies, focusing on the speaker's character, and how they have
changed throughout the respective plays. Next, I compare and contrast the two characters, their
personalities, and their moral fiber. Finally, I discuss how Shakespeare uses the soliloquies as
paIi of the playas a whole.
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In William Shakespeare's Richard III and Hamlet, the soliloquies delivered by Richard
and Hamlet are critical. The soliloquies provide the audience with insight to the disposition,
moral fiber, and thoughts of the characters. The audience is given this insight through feelings
and reactions to different situations. Richard is egotistical, calculating, mocking, and selfabsorbed. His thoughts follow a logical progression, even if they are twisted in nature. He
focuses on his plans; his emotions are connected to the advancement or regression of his plotting.
Hamlet, on the other hand, is emotional, educated, and desires to set his world right. His ideas
move forward and jump back, as if he is too agitated to think straight or as if he rethinks his
words. His soliloquies center on his emotions and wonderings; he ponders moral questions and is
expressive of his mood at the time. The soliloquies also reveal plot through the disclosure of
plans. Richard schemes to take the crown and Hamlet schemes to exact revenge; both use murder
as the means to their end. While they are in this and other ways definitely similar, they are most
nearly comparable in that they overshadow all others. Both men dominate the drama, as their
undertakings and plans are the main plot points of the plays. Shakespeare uses the soliloquies in
Richard III and Hamlet to reveal the nature of the men and track the changes in character of
Richard and Hamlet as the plot advances; Richard begins as supremely confident, but suffers
terrified self-doubt in his final soliloquy, while Hamlet begins as emotionally wounded, and
concludes as resigned and determined.
In his first soliloquy, I Richard begins the play with an immediate indication of his
character, and introduces the audience to the conflict in the plot. Richard speaks of himself as a
villain, and justifies his choice. He lists several reasons. Due to his deformed figure, Richard
does not participate in the gaiety that comes with the country's state of content; he does not
I
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dance at parties, and he does not entertain women. Additionally, he is not attractive, even to
himself in a mirror. He wants to be loved, but no one loves him. Even dogs bark as he passes.
Because he cannot participate in the celebrations of his family'S victory, Richard will turn
himself to taking the throne .
A desire for power makes Richard turn to disrupting his country. He explains that
although the country may be happy, he is discontent and dislikes the "idle pleasure of these
days.,,2 To him, the country's peace and comfort means boredom; therefore, he will aim for the
throne, in turn disrupting the country. Additionally, power is a great ego satisfier; it gives the
person with power the ability to do something, and gives them access to and control over many
people. Richard ' s ego is sound, and can only be supported by the power he is making
arrangements for.

The first soliloquy shows Richard as an imposing and intimidating figure. He is
physically deformed and unattractive to those around him. Yet, despite this distancing condition,
Richard manages to manipulate those around him, contracting murders, starting wars, and
creating chaos. Additionally, it shows that what Richard says is not always entirely the case.
Richard states that he is physically unattractive. He acts as though he has no self-confidence, and
that he desires love from another. However, Richard's self-love and self-confidence are fully
intact. He uses his power of deception to bully, charm, and manipulate those around him.
In his second soliloquy,3 Richard ' s character reveals itself most fully. Richard praises
himself for being cunning and manipulative, using Anne and his conquest of her as an example
of how charming he can be. He woos Anne, despite the fact that he killed her husband; despite

Line 31
3 Act I, Scene ii , Lines 227 - 263
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the fact that she is in mourning for two different deaths; despite the fact that he is unattractive;
despite the fact that she is just a pawn and he does not really love her. He wins her, and mocks
her for being so easily won. Richard continues to revel in his success by comparing himself to
Edward. Where Edward was perfect, Richard is the exact opposite. However, it is this perfection
that Richard despises. He idolizes himself, making Edward's perfection contemptible in
Richard's eyes. Richard was confident that he would win, but did not believe that it would be so
easy. He knows he is an awful man, and questions what Anne sees in him. The syllable "Hah!' in
line 238 is an expression of mockery, pride, as well as surprise. In his previous soliloquy,
Richard has laid out his plan, and is confident that he will complete it. Now that his ego has been
encouraged further after winning Anne, he has progressed to believe that all of his other plans
will come to fruition with the same simplicity, saying that he will employ tailors to make him
clothing after he "turn yon fellow in his grave.,,4 Richard's recently boosted confidence has made
him arrogant to the tasks before him and what it will take to complete them.
Richard's second soliloquy shows his true villainous nature. First, he is calculating. Anne
is a pawn in his plot to gain power; Richard knows exactly how to use her to his benefit, and will
only keep her as long as she serves his purpose. He is careless and ignorant of other's feelings.
Richard mocks Anne's pain, rejoicing in the fact that he was able to win her "in her heart's
extermest hate." He acknowledges that there are numerous reasons why Anne should hate him;
however, he was still able to win her. While discussing his wooing of Anne, Richard notes that
he is inferior to Edward, but Richard shows no remorse for killing him.

4
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In his final soliloquy,S the audience is shown the human side of Richard. He expresses his
feelings after awaking from a nightmare at Bosworth Field. The soliloquy centers on Richard's
conscience and fear. Almost immediately, and for the remainder of the play, Richard regains
control of himself and quells both his conscience and fear. When he sleeps before the battle, he is
vulnerable, and this exposure gives the ghosts an opportunity to affect his self-confidence. The
ghosts have inspired fear and self-doubt within him. For the first time, he is not sure he will win
the battle. The thought that no major players in the battle, or anyone at all, are on his side begins
to frighten him. While the ghosts do strike fear in Richard, as the dream fades further into the
past he quickly regains his confidence and self-love. He believes that he must only fear himself:
he is a liar and a murderer. He acknowledges that he should not even love himself, for he has
never done any good for his own sake. However, he is safe because he loves himself, and will
not harm himself.
The appearance of those he has killed in his dream makes him see the crimes he has
committed and acknowledge that they are morally wrong. He sees that all of his actions from all
viewpoints in all situations point him out to be a villain. This sudden sense of moral wrongdoing
makes him panic. The final soliloquy shows Richard's rare moment of weakness, and the
overwhelming power of his self-confidence and self-love. For the first time, he doubts himself,
he is scared, and he shows that he does have a conscience. He describes his fear through his
physical reactions: "Cold fearful drops stand on my trembling flesh.,,6 The ghosts have reminded
him of his transgressions. In the context of the pending war, Richard can see the consequences of
his actions. He lied, committed murder, and used people for his own purposes shamelessly.
Although he does acknowledge that he has committed many crimes, Richard's self-love shines
5
6
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through in the end. He is fully in control of himself; he is able to return his mental state to one of
confidence and self-assurance. He believes that the only thing he has to fear is himself, and
because he loves himself, he has nothing to fear.
In contrast to Richard's focused and confident first soliloquy, Hamlet's first soliloquy7
prominently displays deep distress, even emotional fragility. He stands in the castle after having
a long conversation with his mother and uncle-turned-step-father. This conversation has left him
agitated and contributed to his unstable emotional state. The argument recounts his feelings
toward his mother' s actions and the current state of his country. All of these things put him in a
state of distress. The death of his father is a heavy blow, and his mother's quick marriage, or her
words, do nothing to ease his pain, but only exacerbates it. His mother's lack of loyalty and
quick submission to Claudius makes Hamlet believe that something is awry in the affairs of
Denmark. Hamlet idealized his parents and their relationship, and he bemoans the fact that
although his father doted on his mother and was a good husband and father, she rushed into a
relationship with another man, much less Hamlet's uncle, a man that differs from his father in
almost every respect. In his description of Denmark, he uses a metaphor to compare the country
to "an unweeded garden/That grows to seed, things rank and gross in nature/Possess it merely"s.
To him, the country has become rotten, and will only lead to more infection.
The final two lines of Hamlet's soliloqu/ are a conclusion and an analysis. He reacts to
his mother' s indecency and lack of respect for his father, and decides her actions will not lead to
anything but bad consequences. Hamlet concludes that there is nothing he can do. His mother

"The Tragedy of Hamlet, Prince of Denmark. " The Riverside Shakespeare: Second Edition. 1997. Act
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has been disloyal to his father, which Hamlet takes as a sign of disloyalty to the ideal that he
believed his family was, but she is the queen. His country is falling apart, but he has no real
power to make any changes. Hamlet must hold his tongue, because he is expected to be a loyal
son and fulfill his duties as the prince.
This soliloquy presents Hamlet's emotions and psychological state. Hamlet feels
emotional pain and is enraged, and he is directing his anger towards his mother and what he feels
is her disloyalty. Hamlet desires the power to change the situation around him. As if for the first
time in his life, things are going very wrong, and everyone is acting as if nothing is wrong. His
powerlessness is beginning to drive him toward depression and desperation. Because of this pain,
he is very agitated, and his speech is disjointed. He often interrupts his thoughts with an
impassioned exclamation, as if his thoughts are too painful. Additionally, Hamlet is perceptive.
At this point, he only knows that his father is dead. However, his insight tells him to deem
Denmark as rotten. Without knowing what has truly happened, he knows that something about
his father's death is not right.
Hamlet's anger with his mother begins very early in the play, and continues into this
soliloquy. While Hamlet is expected to play the part of the loyal son, he is rebelling against his
mother and what is expected of him. He has expressed the desire to return to school and continue
his lengthy education. Claudius denies this request because most royal family members are told
where to live and are kept in the same area; the king also wants to keep an eye on his new stepson. While the rest of the court has moved past the death of Hamlet's father, he continues to wear
black, defying his mother, who has asked him to take off his black clothing and make friends
with Claudius, in a quiet form of rebellion. Hamlet is also hostile to his mother. After she asks
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him to remove his clothes of mourning, she says that death is common

lO

.

After Hamlet agrees

with her statement, she asks why it "seems" to be such a special case with Hamlet's father.
Hamlet becomes agitated at her use of "seems," since it does not just appear particular, but is
particular to Hamlet. He states that all of the signs of mourning - crying, black clothing, or a sad
face - are not an act, but simply a byproduct of the very real, not seemed, pain that Hamlet is
feeling. In these actions of rebellion, Hamlet is slowly taking the power he will need to make a
difference.
Hamlet ' s emotions continue to playa major role in his second soliloquyll. Hamlet is
frustrated with himself for his lack of action. His father's ghost came to the castle and continued
to visit his former home until he spoke with Hamlet and Hamlet has not yet taken any action to
avenge his death. Because he has none to blame but himself, his personal view of himself is very
negative: he calls himself a coward, a rascal, and a man "unpregnant of my cause."l2
In the second partJ3, Hamlet begins to form a plan. He has thought of other ways to exact
revenge, but none of them were ever effective. Hamlet plans to use a play, which reenacts his
father ' s death, to prove to himself that Claudius is guilty. Hamlet will watch his uncle and
observe his facial expressions; Claudius will prove his own guilt.
Hamlet concludes that he will use the play to catch Claudius. He wants to ensure that the
story he has been told by the ghost is correct. Although Hamlet doubts whether the ghost is
actually the ghost of his father, he is being driven by some kind of spirit. Even if the spirit is evil,
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bent on bring harm to Hamlet, its pull on him is very strong. Hamlet' s only focus is catching his
uncle and it has consumed him .
Hamlet is committed to the blood revenge the ghost charged him with. He feels guilty
because he has not taken any action toward avenging his father' s death, as ifhe is betraying his
father. The ghost implies that it will not rest until Claudius is dead; by not killing the king,
Hamlet prevents his father from resting in peace. More pressure is placed on Hamlet by the
ghost's words, "If thou didst ever thy dear father love". The ghost is telling Hamlet to prove his
love for his father, but he must commit murder in order to prove this. In addition to the blood
revenge, Hamlet feels it is his responsibility, as the prince, to right the wrongs in his country.
However, Hamlet is conflicted by the actions he must take to correct the sins of the current king.
Claudius killed his brother, the king. In order to find revenge, Hamlet must commit murder in the
same way; he must kill his uncle, the king.
In his third soliloquyl 4, Hamlet is contemplating one of the greatest enduring questions: is
it better to live and suffer through all of life' s hardships, or die and face the unknown
consequences of the afterlife? He thinks of the many things that are supposed to emich a long
life, but ultimately make living painful and difficult to endure: "the whips and scorns of time,!
Th' oppressor' s wrong, the proud man' s contumely,lThe pangs of despis'd love, the law's
delay,lThe insolence of office .. .,, 15 He also weighs the benefits and the disadvantages of each,
but he never concludes as to which is better. However, he does conclude that humans suffer
through out of fear of what comes after the last breath. He adds that this fear makes people
cowards, undermining the power of decisiveness and action with thought and fear. Hamlet often
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restates ideas using different words. This allows the reader to see him think, to see the process of
his brain as his ideas and thoughts develop.
This is a reflection on Hamlet's current state. He states that actions are often stalled and
determination is taken away by over-thinking: "conscience does make cowards [of us all],!And
thus the native hue ofresolutioniIs sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thought,! And enterprises of
great pitch and moment.lWith this regard their currents turn awry,! And lose the name of
action.,,16 He has a task to complete - avenge his father's death - but his thoughts and fears of
have made him pause and prevented from taking the actions necessary to accomplish this.
Hamlet is deeply reflective. He is troubled that he has let his fears of death take away his
resolve. He knows that he must commit murder, but the fears the consequences, and that slows
his actions. While he still fears what he must do, he has begun to accept it. This is evident in the
fluidity of his speech. His previous soliloquies feature speech broken by his thoughts and
outbursts. In this soliloquy, Hamlet uses complete thoughts, filled with intelligent insights and
coming to educated conclusions. His thoughts cut through the situation and answer the questions
which he has raised.
In his final soliloquy 17, Hamlet first questions the purpose of man, concluding that
humans are not meant to simply pass through life, but to change and affect those around them,
leaving an imprint. Without higher thought and the ability to reason, man would simply be a
common beast, only eating and sleeping, never achieving. Hamlet states that God would not have
given man the ability to think and reason if He did not intend for them to use these skills. With
this thought, Hamlet questions why he is still alive. He has not yet exacted the revenge; he is not
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changing anything and simply passing through each day. These thoughts come as he watches
large armies approach his country. He knows that the men who are marching towards him will
most likely all die, and he questions whether their deaths are worth whatever end will be reached.
Hamlet continues to be unhappy with the situation he finds himself in. He is a young
prince, who was visited by his murdered father' s ghost and charged with retaliating against this
crime. The king is a murderer, and Hamlet's mother has shown no loyalty, instantly falling into
what Hamlet considers the incestuous arms of a man who is nothing compared to her first
husband. Now, Hamlet watches as a foreign army passes through Denmark. He is ashamed that
he lives as an inactive man, while thousands of men are soon to die. He concludes saying the he
will find revenge, or he is worth nothing as a man.
Hamlet is resolved. He is still disgusted with the fact that he has not acted on the charge
of revenge, but the idea of oncoming war spurs him to act on his bloody thoughts. All doubts he
had about what he must do are gone. He knows he must kill his uncle, committing the same sin
he is avenging. However, this thought no longer strikes fear within him; he is no longer
concerned with the consequences of his actions.
Through the soliloquies, similarities can be drawn between Richard and Hamlet as
characters. On a basic level, both are royalty. They are vengeful, and they create plots against
their king. Additionally, they are both actors. Richard manages to fool those around him,
winning Anne as his wife, while clearing those before him in line for the throne to make way for
himself. Hamlet pretends to be a dedicated son, but is waiting for the opportunity for kill his
uncle. Both are concerned with violent action and commit murder. Finally, both are looking for
power. Richard wants to have the greatest power available to him; he wants the monarchy, and
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nothing less will do . Hamlet feels powerless in his situation, a situation that he feels is grossly
incorrect. Hamlet merely desires to right wrongs and fix the corruption that surrounds him.
Additionally, the spirit of both men evolves throughout the play, shown in their
soliloquies. Richard changes from strongly self-assured to frightened of the future that lies before
him; Hamlet transitions from emotional and unsure to resolved and determined. When Richard is
control of the situation around him, he is sure of himself and his ability to manipulate to his
success. However, he has no control over the ghosts; they come to him while he is asleep and
vulnerable and plant the seed of self-doubt in his brain. As the thought that he could lose is new
to him, it shakes him to the core. In contrast, Hamlet begins as a powerless son who senses that
something is suspicious about his father ' s death. After speaking with his father's ghost, he knows
that he will attempt revenge due to loyalty to his father, despite his doubts of the ghost's
genuineness. Hamlet cannot deny the ghost' s charge for revenge, for fear of the ghost being his
father; he cannot his father the change to rest in peace. Hamlet soon develops a plan to prove his
uncle guilty, and know that he will eventually commit murder. Instead of shying away from this
task, he accepts that it is his fate and that he will do it. While Richard's confidence is shown to
weaken through his soliloquies, Hamlet's resolve is shown to grow stronger.
Other differences between the characters are shown in their soliloquies. Richard is
proactive and aggressive; Hamlet is reactionary. Richard's plotting is to seize the throne. He is
acting out of his own volition, his own selfish desire for power. Richard has no fear of acting
against whatever stands in his way, pushing forward until he reaches his goal. He has no qualms
with murder. Hamlet only begins to plan to murder Claudius after his father's ghost tells Hamlet
to find revenge for his death. Hamlet reacts only after his father's ghost makes a request. Hamlet
is often indecisive, questioning himself and the actions he must take in order to avenge his father.
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Hamlet does doubt his reasoning to kill his uncle; he is unsure if the ghost is his father, or an evil
spirit. While both men are led to commit murder, their ends are very different. Richard wants to
become king. He desires to have power over many. Hamlet desires only the power to right the
wrongs around him; he wants revenge. Additionally, Richard is portrayed as being mentally
unsound. He carelessly orders the murders of his nephews and succeeds in wooing a woman he
has no emotional connection with using extreme tactics drawing on her emotions. His own
family describes him as being mentally ill. In contrast, Hamlet is emotionally unsound. He is
fraught with anger, and his perceived disloyalty from his mother torments him. In his first three
soliloquies, he interrupts himself. IS His emotions overwhelm him, and he cannot make his
thoughts progress in a straight line.
Shakespeare uses Richard' s soliloquies differently than Hamlet's. In Richard, the
soliloquies are used mainly as plot advancement, with some revelation of character. Each
soliloquy describes the situation he is in, what his plan is, and how he will execute them. He
discusses the tactics he will use to achieve his goals. Richard's soliloquies are concrete; he does
not wonder about the morality or correctness of his actions, but simply states what has happened
and what will happen in the future. Richard ' s soliloquies show his character by showing that he
is steadfast, only shaken by that which he cannot control. His purpose and resolve to achieve his
goal never wavers, even after he has been threatened by the ghost of those he has murdered.
While Richard has many different ways of charming those around him, his character remains the
same throughout much of the play. He begins as a man determined to achieve his goal, becomes
over-confident after easily completing a task which he thought would be difficult, then is shaken

"The Tragedy of Hamlet, Prince of Denmark." The Riverside Shakespeare: Second Edition. 1997. Act
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by forces who denounce him and his plans, only to return to self-confidence after remind himself
of his self-love. 19
In Hamlet, the soliloquies serve as insight to his mental state, as well as plot
development. In each soliloquy, Hamlet describes not only his actions for the future, but also his
mental state at the time. He does discuss the tactics necessary to achieve his goal, but his
discussions with himself always dominate his speeches. He is a man in crisis. His whole world
has been turned upside-down, and he is desperately trying to right it. Hamlet is philosophical, not
only discussing how he will avenge his father, but also questions his life, his purpose, and the
righteousness of his plan. In each of his soliloquies, he entertains a different moral or theological
question. Hamlet questions the morality ifhis mother's quick marriage, his own weakness and
the virtue of his planned actions, the benefits of living and fear of the afterlife, and the purpose of
man. He is constantly in a moral struggle with himself, questioning the actions he must take
when whether or not they are just. Hamlet's soliloquies show the change in his mental state as
the play progresses. Where he was emotional and tormented by his father's death and the task he
is given by the ghost, he becomes accepting of his fate and determined to help his father rest. He
becomes resigned to the fact that he will commit the very crime he is avenging.
In William Shakespeare's Richard 111 and Hamlet, the soliloquies delivered by the titular
heroes provide parallels and differences between the two characters. Both desire power, and both
will commit murder to get it. The type of power they desire differs: Richard wants the throne and
control of the country, while Hamlet wants the power to change the situation of his country and
avenge the crimes that have been committed. They both act to achieve their means. Finally, their
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nature changes throughout their respective plays. In Richard's first soliloquy, he describes his
plan to take the crown. He proves to be overpowering, despite his physical deformity, and
capable of manipulating those around him. While his ego is strong, his mental state is not
healthy. He shows no remorse for the murders he has committed, or that he plans to commit. In
his second soliloquy, his confidence continues, with the addition of a boasting and mocking
nature. He wins Anne effortlessly, besting her late husband Edward. To Richard, this is proof
that he is superior to the perfect Edward, even with all of the crimes he has committed. Richard's
greatest character change is shown in his final soliloquy. He is afraid, and not confident that he
can win. He doubts himself for the first time in the play. While Richard was confident in the
beginning of his first soliloquy, Hamlet is deeply upset. His world is upside-down: his

f~ther
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dead, and his mother is married to his uncle, her late husband's brother. He directs his anger
toward his mother and her lack of fidelity, as understand by Hamlet. After speaking to his
father's ghost, Hamlet becomes determined to help his father rest in peace. His speech becomes
calmer and more collected; he navigates theological questions with clearer thoughts. In the end,
Hamlet turns himself over to his fate to complete the blood revenge, to put Denmark on renewed
moral feelings, and die. The tragic and altogether compelling evolution of these remarkable
characters emerges most fully in their soliloquies.

